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Forward look

ANDY SAWFORD

Getting to grips with gangs
The stability and sustainability of many communities in our
city areas depends on tackling gang crime. Sophie Linden,
Cabinet member for Crime, Sustainability, and Customer
Services, Hackney explains how her council is cutting gang
violence and knife and gun crime.

C

rime in Hackney is at its lowest level
for 12 years. The challenge for us in
Hackney is to maintain the downward
trend and continue to tackle gang related
crime. A challenge that is made more difficult
by an uncertain economic climate and deep cuts
handed down by national government.
As in many other urban areas, gang crime
remains a problem in Hackney. Gang crime isn’t
low level anti-social behaviour caused by groups
of youths but serious violent and drug related
organised crime. Only a very tiny minority of
people are involved but the activities of these
few people have a disproportionate effect on the
borough, its residents, and its reputation.
Tackling gang crime requires in-depth
local knowledge and local commitment, and
co-operation between a large number of
agencies. That is where councils and councillors
can play such a vital part. In Hackney, our
partnership with the local Police is very
strong. The council’s role has gone beyond the
traditional ‘working together’ model. As a
local authority we have directly funded special
police operations, one of which ended in May
this year and resulted in 55 convictions, with a
total of 389 years imprisonment, and the seizure
of substantial quantities of firearms and drugs.
This operation, and others like it, has required
significant investment from the council, and has
meant significant political commitment from the
elected Mayor and Cabinet.
Hackney Council has developed a strategy
based on an understanding of how gangs operate
here. As well as co-funding police operations,
we work closely with the people most at risk
of getting involved in gangs, to support them
and divert them away from a criminal lifestyle.
Whether it is supporting families or re-housing
witnesses, our Integrated Gangs Intervention
Project, which started last year, tackles every
aspect of the issue. This work has been developed
over a long period of time, using the expertise of
local voluntary groups and working alongside
partners. Initial evaluation after six months
showed a reduction in gang violence of 59 per
cent, gang related knife crime fell by 68 per cent
and gang related gun crime fell by 67 per cent.
Gangs involve people of all ages but in the long

term, the only way to put a stop to gang crime is
to effectively cut off the supply of young people
who are vulnerable to being recruited into gangs
by older members. We need to ensure that all our
young people have higher aspirations, access to
the support they need to reach their full potential,
and crucially opportunities to gain employment.
The same applies to tackling some of the
underlying causes of the 2011 summer riots.
Again, people of all ages were involved in the riots,
but if we want to tackle long term the feelings of
alienation from mainstream society which seem
to have been a contributing factor, then raising
aspirations through education and training is key.
This was a national issue, but as with gangs,
successful delivery of local solutions is made
even more challenging by difficult financial
circumstances. In Hackney we have lost £17
million of area based funding, have already had
to find £48 million of savings and will need to find
at least the same again over the next three years.
We are committed to protecting frontline services,
and have been able to do so, whilst also investing
in tackling gang crime. Our work with gangs has
shown benefits and it is through work like this
that local government can continue to prove its
worth in these most challenging of times.

Councillors’
Olympic
challenge
Spring is approaching and there are reasons to
be optimistic. While times are still tough, most
councils have a clearer plan now for how they are
going to move forward in these years of austerity.
There are also real bright spots on the horizon,
not least in cultural, sporting and community
activity associated with the Olympic games and
the Queen’s Jubilee. Most local authorities are
planning activities, with councillors taking the
lead. The Olympic Torch relay is coming to many
towns, providing an opportunity for a memorable
moment of celebration, bringing local people
together. I’ve heard some councils are planning
to arrange events for school children. For some
councils there are bigger plans, particularly those
hosting visiting teams, or hosting Olympic or
Paralympic events.

“

Civic leadership
by councillors will be
vital to making the
most of local Olympic
related events and
realising the
wider benefits

”

Civic leadership by councillors will be vital
to making these successful and realising the
wider benefits, such as improving infrastructure,
or generating economic activity. The cultural
Olympiad will also involve most local authorities
in celebrating dance, music, theatre, the visual
arts, film and digital innovation.
I met a wide range of local authorities in
January at a meeting on arts, culture and sports
and I was inspired by what they have done and
what they plan to do. The examples range from
Brighton’s street choirs, to Gateshead’s Baltic
Gallery. So if you are not already on the case,
why not use Olympic year as a time to champion
the potential for culture and sport in your area?
3
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Councillors’ A to Z

REALITY CHECK

Talking turkey

Q

Four years ago, on Christmas Eve, my daughter
telephoned from Tehran.
“How long does it take to cook a seven kilo turkey?”
she asked.
Having described the un-trussed beast and the search
to find it, she announced that she had volunteered to
feed fourteen people. I suggested lots of stuffing if she
wanted them to feel full.
“How do you make the dark meat succulent and keep
the breast juicy?”
This is a subject where I disagree, with Nigella,
Delia and Mrs. Beeton. Some cooks suggest the turkey
should be cooked breast down, others that foil and
baking paper should be used to reduce the chances of
evaporation and burning.
I’m a member of the small minority that insist you must
fillet the bird first, cook the dark meat on the hob overnight
and roast the remainder in the oven the next day.
Anticipating this advice, my daughter gave me short
shrift. “Please don’t tell me to hack the wings and legs
off.” she blurted, even before I had chance to raise the
possibility.
Later, in the middle of the night, I texted her to make
sure she took the bag of giblets out of the carcass.
“Already dunnit,” came the immediate response.
In the end she stuffed the bird into the oven at 160
degrees Centigrade for four hours. Afterwards she rang
to say the meal had been a great success and that the
turkey had been “bootiful”
This Christmas, it was my family’s turn to reciprocate
and invite Iranian guests to our Christmas dinner. On
this occasion they had a turkey cooked to perfection.
At the end of the meal Mrs Amiri approached me and
asked if I could answer her question about the Christmas
dinner. Proud as a peacock I anticipated the query.
“How did you make that, what do you call it..apple
sauce?” she smiled. “It was delicious.”
It reminded me of being in the council chamber with
the answer prepared, and finding the opposition ask the
wrong question!
On this occasion, I slid the potentially incriminating
jar into the cupboard, graciously shared the list of
ingredients and privately resolved to cook pheasants
next year.
Best wishes with all your questions and answers in
2012.
Dave Wilcox is chair of the LGiU
4

is for...

Q

, for an alphabetical column,
has to be for quandary. For a
drinks column the Guardian’s
wine critic, Fiona Beckett, reckons
the first week in January is trickiest.
Presumably in desperation, she
resorted to commending what, 50
years ago, was the very first beverage
I purchased in a public house:
Manns Brown Ale, ‘the sweetest beer
in London’ – then 1s.4d. (7p) from The
Crooked Billet, today £1.59 from selected
Tescos.
My default tactic is to Google
“Council A-Z”. It never fails
completely, but, as I noted previously
regarding K-services, there are
councils that even in these trying
times could surely, well, try a bit
harder. Can large unitary boroughs
like Leeds, Liverpool, Sheffield,
Brent, Lambeth and Wandsworth really
not muster a single Q-service between them?
No Quality Assurance or Quality
Assessment frameworks? No quarterly
housing stats? No questions to councillors or
even Questions, Frequently Asked (Hampshire)?
None of those pesky questionnaires or quick poll
surveys (Chichester) that seem plentiful enough
when you don’t want them?
Praises, then, for the seriously imaginative –
like Coventry’s Querying burial/grave details.
It’s evidently the only council service you may
query; still, there’s plenty of scope. Not just
the usual fees and charges, but grave markers,
memorials, landscaping, historical searches, even
exhumations – ‘generally rare’, thankfully, even
in Coventry.
Westminster don’t do imaginative, but at least
they rustle up a Queen Elizabeth School, Queen’s
Park Library, and a Queen Mother Sports Centre.
Not bad – were it not for Angus, Scottish home
of afore-mentioned Queen Mum, being able to
boast Queen herself. Or, to be precise, detailed
instructions (for Angus residents only!) on how
to arrange a Queen’s Message to mark a special
birthday or anniversary.

Which brings us to the great Edward Lear –
matchless purveyor of literary nonsense, but
who, carelessly born within weeks of Charles
Dickens in May 1812, will surely receive less
than his due share of bicentennial acclaim. Let
us particularly recall the Quangle Wangle’s Hat.
“On top of the Crumpetty Tree, the Quangle
Wangle sat … Whose hat was a hundred and two
feet wide, with ribbons and bibbons on every
side, so nobody knew what went on inside”
(I paraphrase slightly).
When QUANGOs – quasi- (or quasiautonomous) non-governmental organisations
– were first popularised, there were those who
really thought the term derived from Lear’s
Quangle Wangle. An amusing mistake, but,
given concerns about these bodies’ secrecy,
opacity, unaccountability and cronyism, by no
means nonsensical.
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LGiU Update

The LGiU aims to keep councillors and those working in local government informed
about the latest developments, writes LGiU chief executive Andy Sawford.
LGiU at Westminster
Culture Secretary Jeremy Hunt MP attended
the local government APPG meeting on
17 January to discuss the role of culture in
economic development. The meeting also
heard from Councillor Mick Henry, Leader
of Gateshead Council, about the Sage and the
impact it has had on the local economy and
regeneration.
LGiU policy development
In December we held two Independent
Ageing roundtable discussions supported by
Partnership. Held in Nottingham and Bristol
they brought together senior officers and
councillors from all over the East Midlands and
the South West to look at current issues for local
authorities in relation to self-funders of social
care. The roundtables followed the publication

of the LGiU publication Independent Ageing:
council support for care self- funders.
Also in December the LGiU, in association
with St Mungo’s, brought together local authority
officers and councillors to discuss how to make
sure that homeless people have a voice in civil
society as its role in the delivery of services
continues to develop. To find out more about this
and the Independent Ageing roundtables please
contact lauren.lucas@lgiu.org.uk.
The LGiU’s Civil Society Innovation Network
began in December and is running monthly until
March. The Network brings together councils
from across the country and the political
spectrum to share best practice and develop
innovative thinking when looking at ways to
engage citizens and civil society and bring them
into the design and delivery of public services.
Ministers and DCLG officials will be attending
each of the sessions. For more information go
to http://blog.lgiu.org.uk/2011/11/civil-societyinnovation-network/.
LGiU/CCLA C’llr Achievement Awards
The C’llr Awards closed to nominations on
13 January. We had a fantastic level of response,
with over 200 nominations received. Thank
you very much to everyone who took the time
to make a nomination – the calibre of entries is
incredibly high. The shortlists will be announced
very soon on www.lgiu.org.uk/awards with the
winners revealed at an awards ceremony on 27
February at Westminster Council with a key note
address from Rt Hon Eric Pickles MP, Secretary
of State for Communities and Local Government.

for local authorities and service delivery.
The seminars are: Changes to Benefits – 15
March; Business Rates and Local Enterprise
Partnerships – 27 March; Housing – 19 April;
Digital by Default – 15 May; Planning – 22
May; Health and Social Care – 29 May. Go to
www.lgiu.org.uk to find out more about each
seminar and to book a place.
LGiU policy briefings
We are trialling a different way of delivering
policy briefings to our members. The whole
briefing is now delivered in an email, making
it easier to access them via mobile, and the
email also includes a PDF of the briefing as
well. Briefings can of course still be accessed
by logging on to the website; but in response to
feedback from our members who said that they
would like to be able to read the full briefing
in an email without the need to logon to the
website we have introduced this new delivery
method. Please do email any comment about
this service to chris.naylor@lgiu.org.uk. To
sign up for briefings please go to http://bit.
ly/AuS5HC. If you previously registered on
our website then you can follow the link and
just enter your email address and choose new
interest categories and amend your profile.

LGiU events
The LGiU is running a series of seminars this
spring under the heading Making the Reform
Agenda Work. Following last year’s intensive
legislating and policy pronouncements this
series of events will focus on some key areas for
local government and look at the implications
5

Ten THINGS
The Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act introduces some changes to the much
debated Licensing Act that councillors should be aware of. Hilary Kitchin explains.

Ten things you need to know about…

The Police Reform
and Soc
ial
Responsibility
Act

While the basic framework remains unchanged, adjustments to the
Licensing Act 2003 provide more flexibility for local authorities and
communities to intervene on licensing issues. Key changes mean that:

1

2
3

4
6

Licensing authorities, Primary Care Trusts
and Local Health Boards in Wales become
responsible authorities. Councils are able to
take the initiative, and PCTs will be able to
raise the impact of new or existing licensed
premises on the local NHS or more generally
the safety of the public within the night-time
economy.
The ‘vicinity’ test is removed so that anyone
is able to make representations provided
that they relate to one of the four licensing
objectives and are not frivolous or vexatious.
Applications must be advertised by the
applicant and the local authority.
The standard test will be what is
‘appropriate’ rather than what is ‘necessary’,
potentially increasing flexibility in decisionmaking and intended to reduce the burden
on licensing authorities which are required
to comply with the higher standard when
exercising licensing functions.
Temporary Event Notices (TENs) will be
subject to closer scrutiny. Objections can be
made on the grounds of all four licensing
objectives; conditions can be imposed when
‘appropriate’; objections can be made by
Environmental Health Authorities as well

5
6
7
8
9

as the police. On the other hand, TENs can
last for up to a week. A number of changes
are made to the application process.

• public safety
• prevention of public nuisance
• the protection of children from harm.
A proposal that would make prevention
of harm to health an additional licensing
objective was not included, although is
still under consideration as part of a wider
assessment of the impact of alcohol.

Fines for underage sales increase to £20,000,
with an alternative of voluntary closure for
up to two weeks.
Restriction orders will be based on what is
appropriate for an area rather than limited
to premises: guidance will be amended
accordingly. It will be possible to make an
order restricting sales of alcohol for the whole
or part of an area between midnight and 6am.
Subject to regulations, licensing authorities
will be able to set fees to cover the actual
cost of administration subject to an upper
limit. Instead of resources being spent on
recovery of unpaid licensing fees, licenses can
be suspended.
Licensing policy statements will run for five
rather than three years and local authorities
will be encouraged to consult more widely.
The underlying principles remain the same:
the four licensing objectives taken into
account when licensing is considered are:
• the prevention of crime and disorder

10

A Late Night Levy – based on an assessment of
the costs of alcohol related crime and disorder
– imposed on premises open during a ‘late night
supply period’ between midnight and 6 am will
be distributed between the police (70%) to cover
additional policing costs, and local authority
(30%) to alleviate the costs in reducing alcohol
related crime. Alcohol Disorder Zones – never
put into use – are repealed.

Watch for: The Act coming into force: the earliest
any of the alcohol provisions will be introduced
is likely to be 6 April 2012, with more complex
proposals which require more detailed secondary
legislation likely to commence later. Guidance
is also being revised. There will inevitably be an
impact from changes in the NHS. Note that the
Act does not deal with the sale of cut-price alcohol.
Look up: LGiU policy briefing 201101108, on
the Police Reform and Social Responsibility Act,
December 2011 www.lgiu.org.uk

Media watch

Free for all
As more journalists use Freedom of Information requests to peer at the
workings of councils, even stories about dubious internet use don’t seem to
have affected public trust in councils, writes David Brindle.

T

Harry Venning

he appeal of council websites is, shall we
say, limited. So a revelation that one local
authority’s staff accessed Facebook more
often than they did the council’s own site during
office hours might not prompt undue surprise.
Nevertheless, this disclosure of the surfing
habits of employees of the Vale of White Horse
District Council did cause a stir. Spiced by
comments by the ever-objective TaxPayers’
Alliance, the story made its way from the Oxford
Mail to the national press. The council’s defence,
that its rules stipulated that personal web
searches be made only during breaks, proved little
mitigation.
The Oxford Mail had obtained its data on
web use through a Freedom of Information Act
request. It had lodged the same query with five
other local councils, but none of them responded
with comparable figures. So the Vale copped it.
The story coincided with the Local Government
Association’s annual survey of the “most wacky”
FoI requests. Pick of the bunch: “How does the
council plan to help the brave soldiers of our
infantry if and when Napoleon and his marauding

hordes invade the district?” This from a West
Devon resident, evidently nervous of Tavistock’s
vulnerability to a cross-Channel strike by diehard
Bonapartists.
Other highlights included a couple of requests
for details of preparations against zombie attacks
(Bristol and Leicester), an application for details
of total spending on exorcists (Cornwall), and a
demand for total numbers of drawing pins owned
by the authority and the percentage actually
stuck in a board (Hampshire). With admirable
understatement, Councillor Peter Fleming, chair
of the LGA’s Improvement Board, observed that
“some of the requests councils receive do not
appear to relate very closely to the services they
are focused on delivering every day of the year”.
As the LGA’s list suggests, the lion’s share of
FoI requests to councils comes from members of
the public – 37 per cent in 2009, according to the
Constitution Unit at University College London,
compared to 33 per cent from the media, 22 per
cent from business and the remaining 8 per cent
from academics and others. But journalists have
been taking a growing share, up from 11 per cent

in 2005, and trawling for stories through FoI, as
per the Oxford Mail, has become an established
tactic for some newspapers, radio and TV stations
and websites.
In a new report, Town Hall Transparency?,
the Constitution Unit gauges the impact of FoI
on councils in England. It concludes that FoI
has neither increased nor decreased trust in local
government, and that resulting media coverage
has been “complex and variable”, but finds
that national media’s use of it is likely to have
decreased people’s trust in 75 per cent of cases,
with the other 25 per cent having no effect.
This assessment is based on the fact that
national stories gleaned through FoI tend to
focus on so-called “non-jobs”, training and away
days or senior salaries. By contrast, local media
stories may dwell on planning issues, school or
library closures or, very often, parking fines. The
assessed impact of these is more nuanced: 51 per
cent are judged likely to have decreased trust, 36
per cent to have had no effect and 13 per cent –
surprisingly – to have increased trust.
The annual number of FoI requests received
by English councils is now nudging 200,000, the
unit says, and each typically takes 6.3 hours to
process. Crudely, this is costed at £160 in officer
time – a total £31.6 million a year – but the report
acknowledges that other estimates of average
cost have ranged wildly from as little as £36 to
£293. Calculating cost, let alone setting it against
benefits such as transparency, is “fraught with
difficulties”.
As the Constitution Unit points out, some
councils receive hardly any FoI requests
from their local media. What it describes as
“community-orientated papers” are less inclined
to run controversial stories. Or there may, these
days, simply be no local papers of any kind. But
the unit identifies a third factor: some councils,
believe it or not, have such good relations with
local journalists that FoI is not an issue.
Tony Blair, who introduced FoI in 2000, had
come to regret it by 2010. Was it just coincidence
that his relations with the media nosedived during
that decade?
7

Exciting new
developments
in the LGiU
briefing service
Each year we do a members survey and you consistently say our
briefings are excellent, value for money, and help you do your job.
In our 2011 survey we asked for your thoughts on improving the service.
The main points were to improve ease of access, so since the New Year we have been
distributing our member briefings in a new way. Our aim in doing this is to make our
briefings:
• accessible at one click of a button
• downloadable in PDF form
• formatted in a smartphone-friendly way.
The results, and individual feedback, so far have been extremely encouraging. Readership of
briefings has doubled in some areas, and risen by at least 30 per cent in all policy areas. We
are still developing the new system, so feedback (and patience) is greatly appreciated.
If you registered on the current LGiU website you should now be receiving briefings in this
new way.
You can check your subscription preferences or, if you are not currently registered, sign up
to receive policy briefings, information on events, and our local democracy blog by going to
http://bit.ly/AuS5HC
Looking ahead, we will be switching to a new website in the Spring. We are building much of
this new site ourselves in WordPress.
We are creating a special members’ area – in response to members’ requests – where you
will be able to find out about opportunities to get involved in our current projects, special
offers and invites for LGiU events, and access a horizon scanning calendar with legislation
and consultation schedules.
We believe that a digital-first, mobile-friendly approach to service delivery will enable us to
provide a much stronger, more efficient and more engaging relationship with our members.  
If you would like any further information on the above, or if you have any comments
or thoughts as we migrate to this new way of working, please contact our Partnership
Manager Chris Naylor on chris.naylor@lgiu.org.
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PARLIAMENT

Wheeler’s World
Heather Wheeler, chair of the All Party Parliamentary Local
Government Group tells us what’s been catching her imagination in
Parliament and her constituency over the last couple of months.

M

anufacturing is alive and kicking in
this country. Anyone who doubts that
should come to South Derbyshire and
see for themselves.
In my last column for c’llr I wrote about the
work I – and others – had been doing to press
the case for Bombardier, the local company
that lost out the contract to build trains for the
Thameslink line. I’m delighted to be able to
report that the future looks a good deal brighter
for the company as it has won a £188m contract
to build carriages for Southern Rail. There’ll be
a subsidy of £80m from the government and the
work should sustain the company for at least
two years, with more contracts in the offing.
Prime Minister David Cameron came to see
local developments for himself. First stop was
the Toyota plant, where, with the company’s
European president, he unveiled a £100m
investment in the plant that is creating 1500
new jobs. Next it was on to Nestlé which has
announced an investment of £110m, leading to
350 jobs. And we had more good news from that
great British company that’s now synonymous
with diggers, JCB. The construction plant icon
is investing £35m in a new factory to make
engines, creating 50 jobs in the process.
I have continued to lobby hard to get fair
compensation for the victims of the Arch Cru
scandal.
Arch Cru was established in 2006 to provide
low-risk, cautiously, managed funds and were
sold to financial independent financial advisors,
and like all investments funds in UK, were
regulated by the Financial Service Authority
(FSA). The authorised cooperate director was
Capita Financial Managers Ltd. Approximately
20,000 people invested in Arch Cru.
Thousands of people lost money when this
company, which was closely related to the
mighty Capita Group, closed down. These were
ordinary, hard working people who chose to
invest with this company because they thought
it was a safe investment. These were not risktakers; many were looking for a sensible place
to invest their pension pots or redundancy
money. I am a member of the newly formed All
Party Parliamentary Group and we are pressing

Heather Wheeler with David Cameron at the Toyta plant
the Financial Services to negotiate a better
settlement: £54m has been offered; we think it
should be more like £200m.
I supported a Bill put forward by Simon
Kirby, Brighton Kempton MP, calling for the law
to be strengthened in relation to dealing with
unauthorised traveller encampments.
  The Bill advocates that clarity be given to the
Public Order Act 1994, so that Police have to
take action when an unauthorised encampment
appears. It also advocates that travellers vans
be impounded if the owners do not move on
as directed. It also recommends that it should
become a requirement for local authorities
to maintain an ‘out of hours’ service, so that
unauthorised encampments can be addressed
on weekends and in the evenings.
I supported this Bill as just part of my long
campaign to address illegal traveller sites. I think
authorities are completely within their right to
move on unauthorised travellers encampments
quickly and I hope this Bill, when it is passed,

will empower communities to do so. For too
long now communities have felt powerless to
act when illegal travellers have moved in.
Europe was on the menu when I was proud to
be invited to join the Prime Minister at Chequers
with 20 or so of my Parliamentary colleagues
for dinner
Chequers is a wonderful place, dripping
with history. Cromwell’s swords hang above a
fireplace – a reminder of old conflicts. The Prime
Minister joined our dinner party shortly after
returning home from a newer conflict! He’d
been in Brussels where he did not agree to a new
EU treaty as he felt that it would not provide
adequate safeguards for Britain. I personally
welcomed his decision to use Britain’s power
to veto a new EU treaty. I have campaigned
persistently, since I was elected, for Britain to
repatriate powers back from Europe and I think
Mr Cameron’s decision was a step in the right
direction. It was a real honour to be invited
especially on such a historic day.
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Members’ views
Chris Naylor reports back on what he’s heard
from LGiU members in the last couple of months

R

ather less miles clocked up ‘On the
road…’ this month, for seasonal reasons
– but exciting meetings with policy
colleagues Marisa Jobling and Kate Bond from
Gateshead, and Helen Blake from Cumbria.
Good to hear their plans and challenges, and
to get their northern perspectives, which LGiU
is keen to reflect effectively. Complementing
this have been an LGiU/Construction Skills
dinner hosted by Newcastle City Council,
with Northumberland Leader Jeff Reid and
colleagues from South Tyneside; and Gateshead
Leader Mick Henry addressing LGiU’s January
All Party Parliamentary Local Government
Group, with Secretary of State for Culture
Jeremy Hunt and Dame Liz Forgan, Chair of
Arts Council England. Other upcoming visits
include Essex, Ipswich, South Tyneside and

Cherwell – more invitations
always welcome.
Meanwhile I’m very pleased
to report member responses
flooding in to the initial trials
of our new ‘GovDelivery’driven
LGiU
briefings
distribution system, recently launched to improve
member benefits. As mentioned in my last ‘On
the road…’ respondents to LGiU’s recent users’
survey asked us to improve briefings access – in
particular you asked for easier website access, and
briefings in a PDF version. Comments so far on
the new system include:
• Eureka! This new format is much better. Am
delighted that I can scan through them so much
more quickly. (Forest of Dean)
• MUCH quicker and easier. It saves a lot of
time. (Cumbria)
• I’m much more likely to read briefings
now that they are so much more accessible.
(Manchester).
LGiU will be rolling out these improvements to
the briefings service and to the LGiU website itself

in coming months – all feedback very welcome.
I’m also pleased to report that we have a wave of
new councils joining or starting trial memberships
with us, and so I’ll be making personal visits to
check our services are getting though ok.
The list so far includes Buckinghamshire
County Council (CSN upgrade), Cherwell
District Council, Chiltern District Council, East
Hampshire District Council, East Riding Council
(upgrade from CSN), Gedling Borough Council,
Harborough District Council, High Peak
Borough Council, London Borough of Sutton,
Sheffield City Council, Shepway District Council,
South Lakeland District Council, South Tyneside
Council, Staffordshire Moorlands District
Council, Stroud District Council, Wigan Council
(CSN upgrade), Wolverhampton City Council,
Wyre Borough Council.
If, reading this, you’re a member and know
any of these new recruits – may I ask you to
welcome and encourage them; if you’re not yet
a member, please get in touch to discuss starting
a trial membership yourself.
Chris.naylor@lgiu.org.uk

Children’s Services
Network Roundup

T

his year will see the implementation
of nearly all the proposals, with only
minor changes, set out in the Schools
White Paper, The Importance of Teaching and
the supporting legislation in the Education Act
2011. The new school inspection framework
started at the beginning of January. On
1 February, the new framework for pupil
admissions will come into force. By Easter,
significant changes will be made to the national
infrastructure with important tasks becoming
the direct responsibility of the Secretary of State
which were previously done in partnership with
local government, the workforce and voluntary
bodies with an interest in education. These
include the management of the workforce,
the national curriculum and its assessment
arrangements and the direct funding of an
increasingly large number of schools.
2012 will also see the implementation of
the major reviews initiated by the government
in 2010. In particular, the Tickell review and
the new Early Years Foundation Stage, and
the Munro review and a new framework for
adoption. Although, these initiatives will not
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require legislation, it is expected that there
will be a Children Bill in the new session of
Parliament to cover the DfE’s objectives. For
local government, the assessment of children’s
services by Ofsted is likely to be in the spotlight
with the end of the annual rating. But will there
be a replacement? And informal education,
particularly education provision for young
people in their leisure-time will come under
review with the Positive for Youth programme.
In the background will be the government’s
encouragement of maintained schools to convert
to Academy status. It is likely that by the end
of the year, there will be several authorities
where all secondary schools have converted,
and a fair proportion of primary schools. CSN
has been working in this area, mapping out
the role of the local authority in the emerging
school system. CSN is convening seminars in
the Spring to map out and understand this new
role for the local authority.
For CSN policy briefings, see www.lgiu.org.
uk/csn. All CSN briefings are previewed on http://
csn.lgiu.org.uk and on the Children’s Services
Network LinkedIn group. John Fowler.

Politics

From New Labour
to Blue Labour?
Jasmine Ali reports on a new book exploring the
roots and ideology behind Blue Labour.

B
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lue Labour was launched in 2009 when
Maurice Glasman called for “a new politics
of reciprocity, mutuality and solidarity”,
an alternative to Labour’s post 1945 centralising
approach. The new Labour leader Ed Miliband
liked the idea so much he got Glasman a peerage
– giving him the title of ‘Lord’ then ‘Baron’ as well
as, inevitably, ‘Ed’s guru’.
Yet by January 2012 Baron Glasman was
attacking the Labour Leader for a ‘lack of
strategy, narrative and energy’.
So what is Blue Labour? The question has been
answered by Guardian Journalist Councillor
Rowenna Davis. Published in December 2011,
her Tangled up in Blue offers a compelling guide.
The idea starts with the ‘forgotten’ history
of the London Dockers’ Strike of 1889 and the
dawning of the Labour Party. From this emerge
three important observations. One – the Labour
Party started almost entirely without the state. Yet

the modern Labour Party in contrast seems to be
obsessed with expanding the state. Two – the
tradition of community organising was often a
way of combating the free market. Three – that
the labour movement was led by a more diverse
range of community groups than it is today.
The reference to Labour tradition is
fundamental to Blue Labour, delivering hard
evidence of a “chance to build something
better”. Davis divides Blue Labour into three
distinctive themes.
1. Interests, institutions and identities – based
on the Aristotelian view that for human beings
to be fulfilled as citizens they need to engage in
meaningful activity that can give them control
over their own lives.
2. Reciprocity, relationships and responsibility
based on the thinking of Saul Alinksy, the
‘founder of community organisation and
influence on the Obama campaign’ and
the belief that relationships are essential in
protecting interests against the domination of
the state.
3. Virtue, vocation and value based on the assertion
that “capitalism as a reality must be dealt with”.
Without democratic organisation on behalf of
the people, it believes that capitalism can lead
to a dangerous concentration of power that
can undermine people’s livelihoods. Glasman
summed this up at the launch of the book when
he warned that “capitalism will eat itself and
you if you don’t democratically organise”.

Lord Maurice Glasman

Blue Labour’s solution, however, is far from
anticapitalist. It is based on a shift towards family
values, a break from a reliance on welfare and a
strong perspective towards community organisation.
It has been widely summed up the phrase Family,
Faith and Flag – which can hardly be seen as an
attempt to reach out to Labour’s ‘old Left’.
Davis goes on to recount the events that led
to Blue Labour exerting influence on the current
Labour leadership.
While heavily involved in the mass community
organisation Citizen UK, Glasman linked up

with both Miliband brothers. He put the call for
‘a living wage’ at the heart of the 2010 Labour
Party manifesto. He wrote a ‘Blue Labour’
speech for Brown which was delivered to a large
audience at the Citizen UK assembly. Davis
claims this was a triumph begging the question:
why on earth hadn’t Brown made the same
points at the start of the campaign.
Blue Labour went on to gain support from more
heavy hitters including former work and pensions
secretary James Purnell who met Glasman and got
involved with Citizen UK, the Labour MP John
Cruddas, and academics Marc Sters and Jonathan
Rutherford. Blue Labour formed the basis of
David Miliband’s Labour leadership campaign
through a series of lectures.
Connectivity between Blue Labour and
analogous thinking on the opposite benches is
illustrated through the Friday night dinners at the
Glasman residence with Red Tory architect Philip
Blond. Comparisons are made between Blue
Labour’s emphasis on community organisation
and Cameron’s Big Society, although Blond does
not exercise the same degree of influence on the
Tories that Glasman has on Labour.
Blue Labour is not without controversy with a
few high profile calamities of its own. In April 2011,
Glasman called on Labour to have a dialogue with
far right extremists the English Defence League. In
July of the same year Blue Labour was pronounced
dead in the water following Glasman appearing to
call for immigration to be temporarily halted and
the free movement of labour in the EU to be halted
Miliband quickly renounced this. But Blue
Labour remains a significant trend in politics.
Its longevity will depend on support for the
belief that Labour can only win back working class
and “squeezed” middle voters through a move to
the right on immigration and crime, the rejection
of neoliberal economics and the replacement of the
welfare state with community management.
Or at least as long as Glasman can resist the
temptation to bite the hand that feeds him. As
Rowenna concludes “there are only so many
times you can burn bridges before they burst
into flames.”
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The c’llr interview
“Labour took over a system that was not working very well to start with
and enormously liberalised and mildly cronified it.”

Mark D’Arcy talks to
Jesse Norman MP
E

ighteen months into their first parliament,
most new MPs would be content to have
had the odd speech noticed, to have won
an approving nod from a party elder or been
mentioned in a positive way by a parliamentary
sketchwriter. Tory newcomer Jesse Norman has
already soared over those normal career hurdles;
he can claim credit for killing the Private Finance
Initiative (PFI) and for the creation of a Treasury
unit which aims to save the taxpayer £1.5 billion
by clawing back some of the excessive profits
he says private companies made from contracts
under the last government’s PFI contracts.
Under Labour, PFI was the preferred method
of financing, delivering and maintaining major
capital projects – it underpinned new schools
and hospitals, new roads, even new defence
installations. There are something over 800 PFI
projects across national and local government
– but critics have long claimed that the system
is far too expensive and complicated. Norman
quotes a recent analysis which suggests that
financing public projects through PFI has cost
the taxpayer £20 billion more than financing
them through more traditional means – far
more, he believes than could be justified by the
value added from private sector expertise. A
new Treasury Code of Practice for PFI deals is
expected to result in substantial savings.
Angered, he says, by the parking charges at
Hereford Hospital, in his constituency, Norman
mobilised a cross-party campaign, supported by
86 MPs, to persuade ministers that PFI contracts
should not be regarded as sacrosanct – and ought
to be renegotiated. A tipping point in the debate
was reached when a study of the PFI contract for
Queen’s Hospital in Romford found that savings
of five per cent could be made. Applied to all
PFI contracts, that translated into the Treasury’s
£1.5 billion savings target.
The campaign website (www.pfi-rebate.
org) is full of tales of overpriced hospitals,
£15,000 laundry doors, £8,000 dishwashers,
and even £22 light bulbs provided under PFI.
Not to mention an extra £1 billion in the cost of
widening the M25 which, it says, can be blamed
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directly on PFI. Norman says badly drawn
contracts have saddled government agencies,
the NHS and local authorities across the land
with excessive costs – but the good news is that
they should not despair; it is possible for them
to trim those costs down. Even where contracts
appear to lock the taxpayer into paying far over
the odds for – say – routine maintenance of PFIfunded buildings, he says the private companies
involved can be shamed into cutting their
charges, especially when their faced by a group
of public sector clients, all complaining loudly.

“

If necessary they
should name and
shame them. A big
fuss can hit their share
price, because when
investors hear the
word ‘renegotiation’
they worry.

”

Norman is a member of the Commons’
Treasury Select Committee. Always a high-octane
body, the Committee has become especially
influential in this Parliament, partly because it
contains several new MPs with extensive City
and Business experience. With his background
as a director of Barclays Bank and in a variety
of businesses Norman has extensive experience
of how major contracts should be written – and
by deploying it on PFI, he has made his mark.
His diagnosis of the problems posed by PFI
is withering – and directed squarely at the last
Labour government. To be sure, it was started
under John Major, but under Labour it expanded

tenfold – becoming “the only game in town” so
far as the financing of large capital projects was
concerned. The combined value of the current
PFI contracts is around £210 billion. “Labour
took over a system that was not working very
well to start with and enormously liberalised and
mildly cronified it,” Norman says.
The crucial flaw, he adds, was that the system
did not constrain PFI clients – it didn’t push them
into using standardised designs for new schools,
for example. It didn’t insist that they decided
exactly what they wanted from capital projects
before they signed the contract, and at the same
time it allowed the contracts to be vastly overspecified – perhaps requiring a school building
to be lit 24 hours a day, when only a few hours
in the evening would have sufficed. The golden
rule of contracting, that good contracts are the
product of good clients, was flouted on a multibillion pound scale, he believes.
One witness to the Treasury Committee’s
inquiry into PFI jolted the MPs by telling them
that the design and quality of new hospital
buildings was better in the ‘60s and ‘70s than it
is now. Part of the reason for that, in Norman’s
analysis, is that the sudden boom in school and
hospital construction under Labour arrived at
a time when NHS trusts and local authorities
simply did not have the expertise to commission
such major works effectively. Many had not
handled projects on that scale for decades and
essentially didn’t know what to do. And often,
in local authorities in particular, the need to
assemble a political consensus behind a project
resulted in a blurred specification. In stark
contrast, the relatively traditional procurement
process for the 2012 Olympics delivered good
results, because it was based on good client
behaviour – clear specifications and no chopping
and changing. The clear lesson is that local
authorities and other public bodies need to be far
better advised in their dealings with the private
sector – and then better results will follow.
Norman says local authorities who believe
they have signed up to bad PFI deals do not have
to resign themselves to paying out – they may

David Jones/PA Wire

The c’llr interview

Jesse Norman (left) with Prime Minister David Cameron (2nd left) and Ray Stone Chairman of
the Enterprise Zone during a visit to a brownfield site on the Hereford Enterprise zone
have signed contracts, but those can be changed
and they can take action to cut their bills.
“It is very important for them to seek out other
organisations dealing with the same PFI provider,”
he says. “They should all then sit down with that
provider and have a common conversation about
making serious savings. They should enlist the
support of their local MPs and they should not
be shy of making their arguments in public – if
necessary they should name and shame them. A
big fuss can hit their share price, because when
investors hear the word ‘renegotiation’ they
worry.” Pressure on the share price can persuade
companies to shift, he adds.
Local authorities should also talk to the
government, not so much about the horror
stories about excessive payments for light bulbs
or replacement locks, but about the failures of
process – about how they ended up with contracts
they couldn’t understand or which gave them no
control. The Treasury is reviewing the whole issue
of private sector involvement in capital projects
and public procurement; they need evidence from
PFI users about what can go wrong.
But in an age of austerity, Norman believes
there is no prospect of returning to old-style pure
public borrowing for major capital projects.
There is still a compelling case for involving the
private sector – particularly when Britain badly
needs sweeping improvements to the national
infrastructure. So what would a post PFI model

for enlisting private sector finance and expertise
look like? He believes that more public projects
could be financed according to the model used by
big utilities – the arrangements for financing, say,
a power station or a new water works include

“

Norman says badly
drawn contracts have
saddled Government
agencies, the NHS
and local authorities
across the land with
excessive costs.

”

incentives to keep costs low. Next, he believes,
clients should be ready to take a “modular”
approach to new projects – using off the shelf
designs for new school buildings for example.
This, he says, can cut costs and ensure that the
clients get a tried and tested product. (That
lesson appears to have been absorbed by the
Education Secretary Michael Gove, whose new

school construction programme will be based
on standardised designs. It will draw on private
finance, but Gove promises it will be much more
tightly monitored than previous PFI projects.)
And finally, the continuing element of the
contracts, needs to be carefully considered. The
example he gives is of the difference between the
maintenance needs of a motorway and a hospital,
If the motorway maintenance company goes
bust, another one can quickly be found to take
its place – and if there is a brief hiatus in work,
it would not normally be a disaster; if a hospital
maintenance company suddenly collapses, lives
could be lost. The lesson? A client is less likely
to need elaborate and expensive arrangements to
maintain a motorway than a hospital – in one
case it is worth spending the money to guarantee
continuity of service, in the other the need is
less obvious. But Norman believes that over
recent years the taxpayer has signed up to costly
guarantees that were simply not needed.
The other point to make about Norman’s
campaign on PFI is that in previous parliaments
it might have seemed an eccentric, even quixotic,
endeavour. But in the 2010 Parliament, with
its more open procedures and more assertive
MPs, it is already clear that a determined
parliamentarian who fixes on the right issue can
push through real change.
Mark D’Arcy is a Parliamentary
Correspondent for BBC News.
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Making
the reform
agenda work

LGiU seminars Spring 2012
What does the government’s reform
agenda mean for the work of councils?
2011 was a period of intensive legislating and policy announcements from central
government. Much of what was announced has big implications for local authorities
and the delivery of public services.
So as the dust settles in 2012 how is local government going to implement this
reform agenda? The LGiU is running a series of seminars that will focus on some
of the key areas of concern for local government – changes to the benefits system,
reform of the planning process, the new Health and Social Care Act, housing, the
local economy and making digital communications work.
The LGiU has a track record of running well-regarded seminars for councillors and
local government officers. This spring series of events will provide a practical and
informative combination of expert speakers, group discussion and best practice
dissemination.
Seminars in this series:
Changes to Benefits – 15 March 2012
Business Rates and Local Enterprise Partnerships – 27 March 2012
Housing – 19 April 2012
Digital by Default – 15 May 2012
Planning – 22 May 2012
Health and Social Care – 29 May 2012

For more information about these events go to www.lgiu.org.uk/events
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Housing and planning

Old problems – new pressures
Carol Grant worked for Shelter in the early 90s. Two decades later, she writes,
many issues remain the same – rising homelessness, a failure to see affordable
housebuilding as a key engine of economic growth, fragmented systems of finance,
and the residualisation of the social housing stock.

I

t’s easy to point the finger at the Conservativeled Coalition, but Labour doesn’t escape
some blame. After all, if 18 years of Labour
government had really made an impact on the
housing crisis, we wouldn’t have such a sense of
déjà vu now.
However, looking forward, there is one issue
which wasn’t even on the agenda back then
but is sure to be the big one in future – how
to provide sustainable housing and care for an
ageing population.
We are still living within the framework of a
welfare state designed to provide a safety net
for the most vulnerable, created at a time when
most people only lived a few years after giving
up work. Children born in 2012 will probably
spend a third of their life in retirement. Housing
spending by councils is dwarfed by the social
care budget, already half of local authority
spending. This will rise further as the number
needing care rises from just under six million to
an estimated 7.6 million people over the next
two decades.
In the past, decisions about housing and care
were based on very practical considerations –
ramps, grab rails, home helps, alarm systems.
Now, housing and social care for older people
is increasingly treated as a consumer product

“

with individual purchasing power, whether from
private resources or direct payments from public
budgets.
The standards that our parents may have
accepted are changing very quickly. The
forthcoming Social Care White Paper is likely
to propose a ‘Trip Advisor’ style rating for
residential care establishments. Problematic in
practice, it nevertheless shows how the debate
around independence, choice, dignity and
respect has developed.
Successive governments have wrestled with,
and then ducked, the issue of future funding. We
wait for April’s Care and Support White Paper
to tell us whether the Coalition will grasp the
nettle, using some variation on last year’s Dilnot
Report to balance personal costs with taxationfunded support. The early signs aren’t hopeful,
with indications that the finance elements are
already being hived off separately. A lobby of
over 60 housing and care organisations has
written to the Telegraph recently urging the
government not to miss this latest opportunity.
Increasingly, people are having to think
strategically about their future housing and care
needs. A recent report by the Future Foundation
predicted a generation of ‘Wearies’ - Working,
Entrepreneurial and Active Retirees – who could

be forced to work into their 70s and beyond
due to the looming pensions crisis. When these
people need housing support and care, they are
going to be very discerning purchasers.
There are a growing number of organisations,
such as Housing 21, who understand this.
They have moved from being just a housing
association to providing an integrated range
of services from purchase and rental of homes
through to care services covering everything
from basic needs to specialist dementia support.
Although a mixed economy of providers is
emerging, it is still bound by the vagaries of
the public finance system. The White Paper
proposals, changes to funding for supported
housing and housing benefit and the introduction
of the Universal Credit will all put strain on the
system. The pace of change, for example in NHS
reforms, will also test the resilience of providers.
Many of these factors won’t have an impact
until much further down the line, but this is
going to be a crucial year for the fundamental
decisions about what sort of future we want for
our ageing population. Let’s hope the Coalition
uses its leverage as a two party government to
do the right thing.
Carol Grant is a director of Grant Riches
Communications www.grantriches.co.uk

One issue is sure to be the big one in future
– how to provide sustainable housing and
care for an ageing population.

”
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Making the most
of HRA reform
The Localism Act has set in motion the most radical reforms to local authority
housing for more than fifty years. On 1 April 2012, when the reforms to the
Housing Revenue Account go live, the Housing subsidy system will be abolished
once and for all to be replaced by a new regime of self financing. Richard Parker
and Joseph Reeves explain what this means in practice.

T

he current HRA subsidy system
redistributes resources on an annual basis
between local and central government.
Central government calculates the level of rental
income it expects each local authority to collect
and how much it should spend on maintaining
and managing stock.
The subsidy system redistributes the surpluses
and deficits that arise via this formula to ensure
that nationally HRA’s balance in notional terms.
Under this system the government meets the
costs of servicing HRA debt. This system is now
considered to be overly complex, sub optimal
in terms of encouraging good business planning
and inconsistent with a policy agenda that
supports localism.
The new HRA
Under the terms of self financing, local
authorities will have the power to set rent levels
within nationally set guidelines and will retain
control of their rental income. Moreover they
will be fully responsible for deciding how this
rental income is spent – so the HRA will become
a real business that will require real expertise
in strategic, operational and asset management.
In return for these freedoms, over revenues and
decision making, the government has allocated
a share of some £28 billion of HRA debt to
councils. This debt will need to be managed and
serviced from rental income. The debt has been
allocated to councils based on an assessment of
each authority’s ability to service debt from its
surplus rental streams. Some councils will start
with more debt and some will start with less than
they have now. However, given the assumptions
that have been used to calculate the allocation of
debt (for example it is assumed councils need to
spend up to 14 per cent more on managing and
maintaining their stock than they do now) all
councils should be in receipt of more resources
than if the current subsidy system had remained.
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PwC has undertaken an analysis of HRA cash
flows and our work indicates that councils have
an opportunity to generate significant levels of
surplus rental income over the longer term. For
example, if councils choose to service their debt
(rather than pay it off) and at the same time
raise their rental income (at the permitted level
of RPI +0.5 per cent) and manage cost increases
(in line with RPI), over £50 billion of surplus
rental income could be generated over the next
30 years. Such sums could be used to fund new
social and affordable housing programmes,
investment in regeneration, extra care housing
and the retro fitting which is needed to address
energy efficiency targets.
But there are some constraints. While some
councils have additional borrowing capacity
(about £2.4 billion nationally) most will
be unable to borrow beyond the cap set by
central government – which results from the
government’s commitment to deficit reduction
and the concern that a fully liberated HRA

system could generate significant borrowing
headroom nationally.
What Next
For those councils that want to invest and
where borrowing constraints exist, alternative
investment and funding models are available
(including PPPs, JVs, stock transfers or the
creation of Mutuals and other asset holding
delivery models).
In many places there will be a real opportunity
to secure additional investment from an asset
base that will be significantly under leveraged
at 1 April 2012. In order to identify these
opportunities, councils should now be
developing medium to long term business
plans – these plans should be influenced by
investment need, underpinned by risk analysis
and integrated with funding solutions that are
prudent, robust and sustainable.
Richard Parker and Joseph Reeves are with
PriceWaterhouseCoopers.

Housing and planning

New year, new freedoms,
new responsibilities
As the planning spotlight shifts from centre to local, Andrew Matheson
asks whether planning authorities will be prepared and confident?

T

he Localism Act and the new bare-bones
National Planning Framework will put
local planning centre stage for 2012.
English councils and their local communities will
have the opportunity to develop and implement
a local vision for the future of their area that can
emphasise its distinctiveness, its positive intent
and, if developed from the bottom up, active
community support.
Initially there is bound to be a scramble for
scarce resources and local planning councillors
will have a vital role in weighing up and
determining priorities.

“

Local authorities
will have to work in
an open manner to
assess, justify and
ensure deliverable
sites to meet housing
requirements.

”

The primacy of the Local Plan is being
re-emphasised and so any planning authority
without one will be vulnerable, and any pause in
progress will have rapidly to be rescinded. But
even authorities that have one will want to be
sure that their plan remains solidly based in the
absence of a whole raft of central requirements;
in particular regional guidance on local housing
numbers will be absent. On this most sensitive
of topics, it is now up to local councillors to
work out how to address the needs of new
households . This in turn may involve invoking
the new ‘duty to co-operate’ with neighbouring
authorities and other public bodies, to get the
right development in the right place. Certainly
local authorities will have to work in an open

manner to assess, justify and ensure deliverable
sites to meet housing requirements.
Inevitably some in the community may see
priorities differently: they will want attention
to and resources for a new Neighbourhood
Plan that will assert their needs so as to inform
priorities and the Local Plan or its next iteration.
The council will have a responsibility to support
such endeavours, but not necessarily financially.
Balancing such needs with those of Local Plan
preparation, not to mention development
management, could be challenging, but positive
planning may be an excellent morale booster
for staff across the local authority as other cuts
take their toll.
Some authorities may be keen to get a solid
coverage of Neighbourhood Plans – to inform
the next iteration of their Local Plan - and it
should be emphasised that the new communityled Neighbourhood Plans do not supplant but
rather supplement the existing routes by which
neighbourhood plan-making can proceed.
RTPI’s Planning Aid England may be able to
assist. As well as assisting eligible communities
and individuals to engage in planning through
their volunteers, Planning Aid England also
provide a free advice line (0330 123 9244) for
the general public providing fifteen minutes of
advice on any planning related matter, saving
valuable officer time and providing impartial
professional planning advice.
In times of re-visioning, local planning
councillors have an important ambassadorial
role for better spatial planning. This may be
in the context of co-operation with others
mentioned above but could also be in new
contexts such as the Local Enterprise Partnership
where good connections with neighbouring
councils’ members are particularly vital.
Similarly, the emerging Health and Wellbeing
Boards could be encouraged to see their
potential to contribute to the better functioning
of their locality via better planning. Councillors
could also speak up for a planning role in any
local exercises to reorganise public property
assets: public property has a key role in building

better town and district or suburban centres .
Given the scale and nature of these changes
and challenges for planning officers and
planning councillors alike, the Royal Town
Planning Institute, the professional body for
qualified planners, offers a useful network
for planning councillors – the Politicians
in Planning Network, known as PIPA. The
Network is free to join and benefits include
a regular bulletin to highlight changes as
they occur and signpost good practice; there
is also a free annual conference. There is no
great formality in signing up to PIPA – an
email to pipa@rtpi.org.uk will suffice, or you
can get more details at from www.rtpi.org.uk/
planningaid
Andrew Matheson is the coordinator of the
Politicians in Planning Association (PIPA)
network
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Good behavior bonus
Westminster City Council has recently launched its Civic Contract, an
ambitious new insight into the future of the borough, seeking to address
the challenges currently facing local government and making Westminster
a better place to live, work and play. Jonathan Glanz, cabinet member for
housing and corporate property, explains the initiative.

F

undamental to Westminster’s ambition is
addressing how those living in our housing
behave, rewarding good behaviour and
penalising those who disrespect their homes and
their neighbours.
It is well documented that central London is
an expensive place to live and the demand for
social housing is high. But to live in Westminster
is not a right, but a privilege and every member
of the community should be able to expect a
certain level of courtesy from their neighbours.
Those who work hard to pay bills and raise
families expect other to play by the rules and we
wholeheartedly support this view.

“

Those who work
hard to pay bills
and raise families
expect other to play
by the rules and we
wholeheartedly
support this view.

”

In order to promote this standard Westminster
is taking advantage of greater flexibility
provided by the government to decide who is
eligible to join the social housing waiting list
and how prioritisation between households
operate. We have already amended our housing
allocation system to provide additional points to
households that are in employment or actively
seeking work and those with a long standing
connection to the area. Now we will look to
amend tenancy agreements to include more
explicit reference to the behaviour expected of
a responsible citizen in Westminster, making it
clear that contravention of such agreements will
be treated extremely seriously.
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We will aim to prioritise those households
that work hard and make a difference to our
city, while seeking eviction of those that commit
crimes, ruining the lives of their neighbours and
giving their neighbourhoods a bad name. We will
also look at prioritising certain groups and people
such as special constables, nurses and members
of the armed forces. We will consider allocating
additional points to applicants that have agreed
to adopt or foster a child and to those who have
volunteered a certain number of hours a week.
At the same time we will dock points for acts
of anti-social or criminal behaviour committed
prior to the application or in households where
children are found to be persistently truanting.
Fundamental to all of this is the need to rid
the community of the assumption that they
can receive something for nothing and instil
a sense of hard work, community spirit and
commitment.
In addition a pilot flagship scheme launched
in January will see low wage West End workers
not prioritised for social housing being able to
apply for affordable accommodation. Those
workers that that form such an integral part
of the West End’s economy, such as market
traders, performing artists, special constables
and hospitality sector workers are all set to
benefit. Westminster’s Fair Share Housing
Scheme will provide high quality sub-market

rent accommodation in central London on a
shared basis, with rents at a third cheaper than
private sector rents.
These practicalities will be demonstrated
by three core principles which form the
fundamental basis of the changes proposed in
the Civic Contract:
• Responsibility – those that live, work or
visit the city should take responsibility for their
actions and behaviours.
• Fairness – everyone should contribute,
whether paying for the services that they receive
or becoming part of their local community.
• Opportunity – we believe that those with
an interest in Westminster should work together
to provide opportunities for those that live in
Westminster.
The message is clear – Westminster does,
and will continue to, take anti-social behaviour
seriously and will act to redress it. Who lives
in our homes and how they behave are a vital
component in how Westminster takes the lead
in setting the agenda for the future. We must
respond to the very real challenges that both
the city and local government are facing, by
improving our communities so our residents
have respect for each other and their homes and
make a fundamental difference to the people
who visit, work and live in Westminster for years
to come.

Those workers that form such an integral part of the West End’s economy are set to benefit
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A licence to let
Newham Mayor, Robin Wales, explains how licensing private
landlords is central to its crackdown on landlords who deliberately
set out to exploit their tenants.

R

ising house prices and a shortage
of affordable housing have driven a
significant increase in the number of
us who live in the private rented sector. For
many people that works just fine – they might
prefer to buy but renting is affordable, gives
them flexibility and means they don’t have to
bear the costs of maintaining a property. And
the majority of landlords play a straight bat,
offering a fair deal to their tenants.

“

We regularly come
across the kind of
overcrowded, unsafe
and poorly maintained
properties that most of
us thought had been
long left behind.

”

But sadly that just isn’t the case for many of
the families and individuals renting in London,
including in my borough of Newham. The local
private rented sector is booming – it now makes
up over a third of Newham properties and despite
the tough economic times, rents are still rising
faster than salaries. As one of the most deprived
places in the UK, too often we see vulnerable
people exploited by rogue landlords. That is why
as part of our ground breaking ‘Resilience’ agenda
Newham will be the first council in England to
license all private sector landlords.
We regularly come across the kind of
overcrowded, unsafe and poorly maintained
properties that most of us thought had been
long left behind. Like the 12 men sharing a flat
whose only source of water was a single sink – for
washing, cleaning and cooking, the two people

sleeping in a commercial freezer and the 38
people, including 16 children, living in one family
sized home. All of these people were paying rent
to landlords who profited from the fact their
tenants felt they had no where else to go. This
exploitation impacts on the wider community too
including fly tipping of excess household rubbish
and a clear link to anti-social behaviour.
In Newham we are cracking down on
landlords who deliberately set out to exploit their
tenants. We estimate that the sector in Newham
has an annual turnover of £300 million; with
a third of tenants receiving housing benefit it
is also important to ensure that unscrupulous
landlords are not exploiting access to public
funds. Requiring landlords to register will mean
we are better able to monitor the offer to our
residents but also to demand higher standards.
In a small scale pilot we reduced anti-social
behaviour and improved property conditions.
We are clear that we do not want to penalise
good landlords, especially as we have some
of the most exciting regeneration schemes
anywhere in the country. We are consulting on
offering reduced rates and a longer license to
those who sign up early. It will also mean that
those who play by the rules can’t be undercut by
competitors with shoddy practices.
The Mayor of London has proposed a
voluntary scheme, but fewer than 15 per cent
of landlords joined our voluntary accreditation
scheme in Newham in the last decade. It is
difficult to believe that Boris Johnson’s London
wide one would be anymore successful. A
scheme that applies to everyone is the only way
to create an even playing field and to ensure
we catch out those who are exploiting the high
demand for housing.
We know that it will take more than licensing
to drive up standards and encourage good
practice. Our long term aim is to ensure that
the right housing supply is there for residents
and to play a role ourselves as landlords in the
private rented sector – providing quality homes
at reasonable rates and ensuring that profits are
returned to the community.

We’ll also make social housing work better
for those struggling on low incomes by giving
them priority when homes are allocated. Our
resilience programme helps support residents to
improve their own situation but without secure
and affordable housing both individuals and
communities suffer.
Newham is leading the way on improving the
private rented sector, recognising that a whole
new generation will choose, or have, to rent long
term. There is a desperate need for action on
conditions and tenants rights, to make the sector
equal with the social and owner occupier sectors
and to ensure Newham is a place people choose
to live, work and stay.
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Balancing act
Over all the years as a councillor the one subject that creates greatest reaction from
residents is planning. Ward councillors need to show local leadership to balance
competing views, writes Tony Jackson, leader of East Herts.

A

planning application from Mr and Mrs
Smith regarding a modest extension to their
house or a development of 200 dwellings
on the outskirts of a town can both provoke strong
reactions.
Today, the development of the National
Planning Framework presents additional
challenges and real opportunities for ward
councillors to help shape their communities.
However, the reality is that in some parts of the
country there is considerable concern regarding
larger (and sometimes smaller) scale housing
development, while other areas will welcome the
regeneration that new housing can bring.
I am a ward councillor for two villages on the
edge of a rural district, both are adjacent to a
town of approximately 80,000 people. Recently
an application for five family homes properties
(including two affordable units) was submitted,
which the Parish Council supported. I too felt this
was an opportunity to satisfy an identifiable local
need without adding to the risk of coalescence
with the neighbouring town. Even though local
residents were consulted by the Parish Council
before they formulated their support there is still a
strong group opposing the development.
From the this example I have certainly realised
that as a ward councillor I will have a significant
role to play in helping to ‘broker’ genuine
engagement between developers, residents, the
district council and the parish council. I know that
to greater or lesser degrees we have all played this
role in the past but I believe will need to be more
sophisticated and skilful in this area.
To assist us the government is putting several
tools at our disposal – how we use them may
determine the extent to which we effectively
manage the potential conflicts housing (or
commercial) development brings.
Housing Growth Numbers
Most councillors will welcome the opportunity
to establish housing growth numbers that genuinely
reflect the requirement for growth in their area
rather than numbers imposed upon them. In
many areas this will present a chance to increase
the growth figures while in a district such as mine
the locally determined number will be broadly in
line with the regionally proposed growth figures.
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So the sentiment towards growth may not change
significantly – those previously concerned about
land identified for development will be just as
concerned if that remains in the Local Plan.
So what does that mean for the local councillor
and local council? Well for some councillors it
could make them feel vulnerable as they can
no longer ‘blame’ the Regional Assembly for
determining the housing growth requirement.
As councillors we will need to play our part in
helping our residents feel engaged in the process
of constructing Local Plans – taking them on
the journey so that even if they still disagree
with certain proposals in the Plan they would at
least feel they had the opportunity to contribute
towards the outcome. This is another reason for
ward councillors to show strong local leadership.
New Homes Bonus
Local policies on the New Homes Bonus
distribution will, quite rightly, be different around
the country. In my own district, after accounting
for the 20 per cent top-slice to the County
council we have decided to retain 50 per cent to
support general council expenditure, 25 per cent
is retained to invest in specific projects to support
our priorities (such as economic development and
helping vulnerable groups) and the remaining 25
per cent is passed, without strings or conditions,
to the community where any housing development
has taken place.
I have already experienced varying degrees of

enthusiasm from parish councillors with the district
towards the potential for receiving the New Homes
Bonus. In one case the parish councillor said that
they thought it wouldn’t act as an incentive to
encourage housing development in their village
and they were suspicious that the bonus would
cause the planning authority to be more relaxed in
granting planning consent.
In another example, the day after planning
consent was granted for more than 100 units in
their village, the ward councillor was in touch
with the council’s finance team to find out how
much New Homes Bonus this development might
generate so that he could assist the parish council
in engaging with the community to determine ways
the bonus could be applied within the community.
Neighbourhood Plans
Another significant area in which we can assist
our local communities is liaising between the
council and our communities in developing a
credible Neighbourhood Plan. A Neighbourhood
Plan has the real potential to give a significant
opportunity to shape the nature of housing
developments. However, as a ward councillor I
recognise that I have responsibility to help manage
expectations of what a Neighbourhood Plan can
and cannot do.
There is to mind a greater challenge facing ward
councillors regarding housing and commercial
growth in the future but also a real chance to
demonstrate strong local leadership.
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Building a better future
Housing renewal in Liverpool is at a crucial point, writes Ann O’Byrne, cabinet
member for housing and community safety. Following the setback of the loss
of Housing Market Renewal funding, the council is working hard to deliver an
effective housing strategy which brings investment, drives regeneration and
builds a brighter future for our neighbourhoods.

I

mproved housing is a major priority for
the city council. We’re determined that the
progress we’ve made in recent years continues.
But maintaining this commitment in the current
economic climate is a major challenge.
The loss of Housing Market Renewal
funding in 2010, following the government’s
Comprehensive Spending Review, hit Liverpool
hard. It effectively pulled the plug on our largescale programme of housing renewal in our most
rundown neighbourhoods, halfway through the
programme’s completion.
There are around 14,000 people on
Liverpool’s housing register, over half of whom
have a pressing housing need. Our own research
shows an additional 850 affordable homes and
580 market homes are needed each year for the
next five years.
All this comes against a background of some
of the bleakest economic circumstances in
generations, with insecurity about jobs, a limited
appetite for private investment and prospective
homeowners struggling to get mortgages and
raise deposits.
But we’re doing all we can to overcome all of
this, by taking control of our own destiny and
finding new and innovative ways of working
with our communities and the private sector.
Our Housing Delivery Plan for 2012 to 2015
has just been launched. The main elements of
this are the construction of 2,500 new homes, a
major drive to bring empty properties back into
use and the introduction of a mortgage support
scheme to help first-time buyers.
It’s an ambitious plan which will involve the
biggest investment of this type that we have
seen for decades. It will radically improve our
housing stock, create much-needed jobs and help
us build sustainable communities, complete with
eight brand new schools.
We want to generate an investment of around
half a billion pounds, which we will achieve by
releasing council-owned brownfield sites at no
cost, making available a £20 million housing
fund and working with private builders and
Registered Providers to deliver new homes.

Our plan will be financed through borrowing
and the use of capital receipts. Over time we can
recoup a good part of our investment through
increased income from council tax and the New
Homes Bonus.
It doesn’t end there. We have already
established an asset-backed vehicle through a
Limited Liability Partnership – Inliverpool –
which is delivering new homes on the former
Boot estate in Norris Green. We are extending
the scope of this partnership, to deliver an
additional 500 homes at Stonebridge Cross,
as well as other regeneration priorities across
the city.
We have also invited tenders from private
developers to deliver a refurbishment programme
for 177 vacant homes in the Granby, Wavertree
and Kensington areas. And we are working with
Gleeson Homes and Bellway to deliver a total
of 232 new, affordable homes in Granby and
Edge Hill.
At the same time, a new team is being set up
to deal with empty properties. The number of
empty homes in Liverpool has fallen from 11 per
cent of our stock to under 6 per cent since 1998,
but we believe we can do more by providing

incentives and taking effective enforcement
action against owners.
And we are helping first time buyers get onto
the housing ladder. Through the Inliverpool
partnership, we are delivering an equity loan
scheme to reduce the need for prospective
buyers to find large mortgage deposits. We are
also developing a mortgage guarantee scheme,
initially making £3 million available which will
assist around 200 first time buyers.
Housing renewal remains a major challenge
for Liverpool, and there is a big job ahead
of us. But by working together – with the
private sector, with Registered Providers, with
our communities, with neighbouring local
authorities and with organisations such as the
Homes and Communities Agency – we can
continue to attract investment, draw down all
available funding and make a real difference to
housing in this city.
It’s something we’re working tirelessly to
achieve, because we know investment in our
housing will improve lives, create jobs, address
social cohesion and reduce health inequalities.
And it will serve as the catalyst for the wider
regeneration of our city.

Ann O’Byrne and local resident Norma Lee at Williamson Place development
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Corby homes in
Corby is turning the clock back to the day when councils built
council houses. Councillor Tom Beattie, Leader of Corby Borough
Council explains how they are doing it.

W

hen the financial meltdown hit
the UK and world economy in
2008 the building industry took a
severe knock. House building slowed down
dramatically and in most areas came to a
complete stop.
Corby in Northamptonshire was set to be
one of the fastest growing towns in the region
and had aspirational build targets within the
Milton Keynes / South Midlands Growth
agenda that meant the town could double in
size by the target year of 2031. As well as
growing using Sustainable Urban Extensions
(SUEs), the town was set to regenerate other
areas where there was a high concentration of
‘Radburn’ style housing that attracted crime
and anti-social behaviour because of its maze
like layout.
Corby, working closely with Phil Hope the
town’s then MP and the government of the
day, had made good progress on its aspirations
with the SUEs being two thirds built, the others
starting to build, regeneration areas being
demolished ready for building and the Master
Plan for one of the largest regeneration areas
being near completion. In addition to this the
town centre regeneration plans were well on
their way with a third of regeneration being
complete before the financial storm set in.
The financial crisis was hitting hard and
targets were getting tougher to achieve,
Housing Associations were the only social
housing providers that were supplying new
social housing and they were slowing down
their build plans and concentrating on areas
that were achieving high values making
building viable.
The Homes and Communities Agency
(HCA) took the decision to open up access to
its National Affordable Homes Programme
by introducing a new stream of funding called
Social Housing Grant (SHG) that allowed
local authorities to bid for funding to build
new council stock.
Being the main social housing provider in
the town owning some 4,800 housing stock,
Corby’s council took the decision in 2009 to
apply for match funding assistance to build 74
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new council homes in its three regeneration
areas in order to maintain a clear level of
growth despite the economic downturn that
had become a full-blown recession. In addition
to this the council assisted with partnership
bids through the “Kickstart” funding rounds
with developers of private housing to ensure
balanced tenure aspirations.
With the three successful SHG bids by Corby
Borough Council and the three successful Kickstart
bids by the developers, BeLa Partnerships Ltd and
Westleigh, funding was secured to build a total of
641 new homes in Corby; a success unmatched
by any other comparable sized authority in the
region. The 74 new council homes, a mixture
of two and three bed houses and two bed
bungalows, were built in 2010/11 and are the first
new council homes to be built in 30 years.

The financial outlook remains difficult with
the economy at best flatlining and at worst
heading into a double dip recession. Yet Corby
remains keen to continue supporting the town’s
recovery and has won a bid under the HCA’s new
Affordable Homes Programme to further build 58
new council homes to maintain its regeneration
programme and utilise redundant garage areas.
Additionally this bid contains the council’s
commitment to partnership working with
associations, developers and builders to
support the delivery of a further 25 affordable
homes for ownership and 193 homes for open
market sale. The programme for delivery of
this bid spans four years from 2011 to 2015.
Corby Borough Council has shown what can
be achieved with the right level of commitment
and brave political leadership.

Councillor Tom Beattie, Leader of Corby Borough Council cutting the ribbon at the first letting of the Kickstart Funded
homes built by Westleigh and let by Riverside Housing Association in partnership by CBC’s Keyways Allocations System.
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Going local
Judy Lowe from CIBT-ConstructionSkills says construction has always been
seen as one of the most effective ways of generating local employment and
local authorities should maximise the benefits as they strive for growth.

E

ighteen months after it was introduced
by the coalition government, the
Localism Bill finally made it through
both Houses of Parliament late last year. A onesentence summary is that the Bill allows local
communities to shape development in their area
via neighbourhood plans – though even that is
hotly contested by both sides of the argument.
Is it, as some claim, a means of allowing
NIMBYs to prevent much-needed development?
Or as others assert, with the Communities’
Secretary creating over 100 new central powers
over local authorities, a way of centralising
decision-making, whilst devolving blame for
unpopular decisions?
Obviously as a construction industry body, one
of CITB-CS’s concerns has to be how the Bill will
impact house-building, long a source of good
apprenticeship training. New starts are at their
lowest since 1924, provoking what Minister Greg
Clark termed “a crisis in development”, with
public sector projects, so often the mainstay of
the industry, predicted by our Construction Skills
Network to fall by 45 per cent over 2010-12.

“

We have been
supporting local
authorities with a
strategic approach to
procuring construction
and development

”

Refurb is holding up well and with the Green
Deal just over the horizon, there should be heavy
investment in bringing 26 million UK homes
up to acceptable standards of environmental
performance. Already, CITB’s Green Deal pilot
courses have delivered encouraging results,
including training this year’s winning ‘Young
Builder of the Year’. But will localism actually
help the beleaguered house-builders?

On one level it should, as ministers have
consistently said that the Bill is “unashamedly
pro-growth”, with a presumption in favour
of development. Though Regional Spatial
Strategies have been scrapped, a National Policy
Planning Framework will still set area targets.
Neighbourhood Forums can reject local sites and
ask the next tier up to reconsider. But they may
not veto development outright. It would be an
unwise developer though who underestimated
the combined delaying power of these forums
–defined as 21 or more people representing the
local community (it was originally only three.)
And indeed there will be those who see them
as a necessary curb on what the National Trust
termed “unchecked and damaging sprawl”.
With such controversy raging before the
ink on the Bill is even dry, CITB-CS has
been focusing on support to local authorities
and LEPs as they chart their way through
this particular minefield. Firstly, we are
encouraging Local Enterprise Partnerships to
include construction representation on their
Boards. Construction has always been seen as
one of the most effective ways of generating
local employment and cannot be ignored in
recessionary times. Just how effective it is
locally became clear with the publication on
8 November of UKCG’s Report, Making the
Economic Case for Construction. According

to this, 88-96 per cent of the economic
benefit of construction investment, in terms
of its multiplier effect, remains within the
local community. So that in itself is a strong
argument to LEPs and LAs.
We have been supporting local authorities
with a strategic approach to procuring
construction and development services, such
that they achieve the skills outcomes they need,
whilst apprenticeships and training become a
key part of the procurement framework – as
they always have been on industry-leading
sites such as the Olympics or Crossrail. We
are also introducing a shared apprenticeship
service which allows more than one employer
or local authority to share the training of single
individuals, thereby adding to the total pool of
apprenticeships and the learning opportunities
within any given construction project or local
authority framework.
Because in the end that is what matters.
Whichever set of predictions about the future
of localism turns out to be accurate, we need
to ensure that construction is safe, sustainable
and above all, supports skills for growth.
CIBT-ConstructionSkills are the Sector Skills
Council and Industry Training Board for the
construction industry, working with industry,
for industry to deliver a safe, professional and
fully qualified UK construction workforce.
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Fuel poverty

Getting together to
keep warm
David Rose, Cabinet member for Environment Stockton-on-Tees, reports on the
council’s work – and the ward councillor’s role – in tackling fuel poverty

Y

“

ou know what it’s like, when you’ve got a
family to feed, it’s cold and the bills keep
going up and up.”
A local resident couldn’t have put it much
better when interviewed on local radio about
fuel poverty, and Stockton-on-Tees’ new £3.9
million CESP (Community Energy Saving
Programme) scheme.
The main focus is on improving private
housing in deprived parts of the borough with
external insulation (cladding) for solid wall
properties, new central heating systems and
other insulation measures. We hope to cut 500
households’ annual energy bills by around £300.
It is both a continuation of much hard work
to tackle fuel poverty, and a step towards the
new world of Green Deal and Energy Company
Obligation (ECO).
We all know the statistics and trends.
Millions of people in fuel poverty, increasing
winter deaths, rising unemployment, household
incomes down or wage stagnation at best, and
energy bills inexorably going up.
And in wards like mine, incorporating a
CESP-qualifying Lower Super Output Area, the
impact is stark.
Families forced to choose between food and
heating. Older people and others with existing
health conditions seriously at risk. People in
private rented accommodation with very little
control over the condition of their property
and badly-insulated homes pushing up carbon
emissions.
I have learned what a difference councils can
make, and what I can I do, as a ward councillor
and Environment portfolio-holder.
Firstly, I realised, having a council that
genuinely understands and embraces partnership
working is vital. Our relationship with the
excellent social enterprise GoWarm means we
benefited from their track record of delivery
for energy companies to unlock CESP funding.
Stockton Council’s relatively small contribution
– around £400,000 for repairs and renewals –
reflects real value. The council’s ‘trusted brand’
status is vital in communicating with the public.
Even when you’re offering people ‘something
for nothing’, there is a natural scepticism, as
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GoWarm have experienced widely, due to the
mass of related products, some via governmentbacked schemes, others purporting to be, and
most with a cost attached.
So community engagement is vital, not just
through channels such as residents’ association
meetings, media relations, posters and social
media. We held public meetings, visited mosques,
engaged community leaders and opened a town
centre ‘drop in’ office.
This communication must be ongoing.
GoWarm director Karen Hindhaugh said: “One
of the biggest issues is educating people. Physical
improvements can only reduce bills if people use
their new energy systems properly - regulating
their heating, changing the thermostat.”
Of course for councillors, there is the
ubiquitous ‘joining up’ – both tactically and
strategically. We can embed domestic energy
efficiency programmes into carbon reduction,
health goals, wider family poverty work,
employment and green economy development
aspirations.

GoWarm offers benefits entitlement checks as
part of the service. With doorstep access, why not
involve the Fire Service to give advice and where
needed address immediate fire safety concerns.
Our CESP scheme will create up to 100 jobs
through GoWarm’s subcontractors. Unemployment
amongst 18-24 year olds has increased alarmingly,
and on Teesside we know the long-term effects.
We have already linked with a local FE College
to secure 20 positions for recent apprentices, giving
them additional skills, and the likelihood of fulltime, long-term work in a growing sector.
Major insulation works can boost regeneration.
House values increase and streets’ appearance can
be transformed by the cladding. We targeted a large
part of the work at properties left high and dry by
the end of HMR programme funding, building
wider public realm improvements around it.
We know as a council that partnerships will be
vital. Whichever routes we take, we must continue
to support residents’ financial status, the most
vulnerable, carbon reduction, our local economy,
people’s health – and improve their lives.

Mayors

No more monkey business
It will continue to be a pub quiz question, probably for many years to come.
“Which town elected H’Angus the monkey as its first mayor?” Answer:
“Hartlepool.” Patrick Kelly reports on what happened after that landmark election.

H

“

’Angus”
was
in
fact
Stuart
Drummond, call centre worker
and part-time monkey mascot
for Hartlepool Football Club. A living,
breathing Hartlepudlian with, as it turned
out, a surer finger on the pulse of this NorthEastern community than the conventional
party politicians who opposed him. He
has continued to defy the pundits by
winning re-election twice, albeit in the more
conventional attire of a two piece suit from
Marks and Spencers. He also won plaudits
at home and abroad for his role as champion
of Hartlepool, bringing jobs and investment
to its economically blighted community,
including an unlikely stint as host for the
World Tall Ships Race in 2010. He was
recently chosen to act as chair of the local
police authority.
For a man who used to cavort on the
touchline in front of crowds of football fans,
Stuart Drummond is surprisingly normal,
even unassuming. There is little bombast and
he is reluctant to blow his own trumpet.
His election as mayor, which came as much
of a shock to him as anyone else, was a “call
for change” in the town, he says. People were
looking for a visible, accountable person in
charge after a series of short-lived council
leaders who had made little or no impact and
voters were fed up with the regular parties.
There were other independents on the ballot
in 2002, he points out, who between them,
won two thirds of the total vote.
Nearly 10 years on, Drummond is still not
a fan of party politics in local government,
which can be “self-serving” or degenerate
“into opposition for opposition’s sake.”
In his first few months in office, the local
political parties “united against me and
tried every opportunity to trip me up. There
was a lot of animosity.” It was a painful
introduction and one that he survived largely
thanks to senior officers at the council, who
he says, “protected” him as he learned the
ropes.
However, he never considered the option
of resigning and admitting the joke was over.

Instead, “I realised I had an opportunity
thrust upon me – I knew I had to roll my
sleeves up and get on with it.”
Like many non party politicians, Drummond
sets a great deal of store by “common sense”
attitudes to problems rather than relating on
political values. However, he has not been
averse to getting local politicians on his side.
His cabinet is mainly stocked with long serving
members from all parties and he has eschewed
the idea of encouraging a “mayoral party”
of like-minded independents. Indeed, it was

“

His election as
mayor, which came
as much of a shock
to him as anyone
else, was a “call for
change” in the town,
he says

”

another independent who ran the incumbent
close at the last election, coming within 800
votes of winning on the second count.
“It can be lonely – especially as unlike other
mayors I have never had a political adviser or
a PR strategist,” says Drummond. This can
have its problems – a PR adviser would never
have allowed him to describe his town as “a
bit of a shit hole” (albeit using the past tense)
or to admit to a newspaper that his worst
moment as mayor was being sick in Silvio
Berlusconi’s toilet.
On the other hand, it’s this disarming
honesty that endears him to voters, according
to some observers. Labour councillor Chris
Simmons, who stood against Drummond last
time, but now sits in his cabinet says the mayor
“has developed into an articulate politician

and has grown into the job over the years.”
After the last three elections, his guess is that
Hartlepool will want a mayor who is seen to
be “above politics.”
However, there may not be a mayoral
election if Conservative Group leader Ray
Wells has his way. He is organising a petition
to have a referendum on scrapping the system,
which in the hands of an inexperienced
operator like Drummond was in his first
term, allows officers to rule the roost. “In
my opinion, the chief executive moulded the
mayor into the one we have today.”
Eleven years after his “monkey mayor” stunt
torpedoed local politics, and arguably, Tony
Blair’s early mayoral project, Drummond has
earned respect in many quarters. Hartlepool,
it seems, is still to come to a settled view on
its own unique experiment in democracy.
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Leadership

Onwards and
upwards?
He’s one of the most high profile and controversial council leaders,
but Stephen Greenhalgh decided to stand down, mid-term.
Mark Smulian asked him why and about his record as leader.

T

here are council leaders who nominally
belong to a political party but whose
actions give little clue as to which one.
There are others who come and go without leaving
much impression on their constituents’ lives.
Not even Stephen Greenhalgh’s loudest
detractors could accuse him of these failings.
Since becoming leader at Hammersmith and
Fulham in 2006 he has been at the forefront of
a distinctively Conservative approach to radical
change and is an unabashed partisan figure.
His decision to step down mid-term raised
eyebrows, but it will not have gone unnoticed
that prime minister David Cameron and
communities and local government secretary
Eric Pickles paid tribute to him – not something
they trouble to do for every departing leader.
Councillor Greenhalgh has perhaps more
influence in the higher levels of his party than
he lets on.
He has been active in politics since he was 12,
when his “Monster Raving Loony Party with a
sci-fi twist” resoundingly lost to the Tories in
the 1979 mock election at his school, he recalls.
“I reckoned there was something about being
a Conservative that beat trying to launch your
own party and I shoved a Conservative poster
in my bedroom window and have been a loyal
Conservative ever since.”
The presidency of the Cambridge Union
brought him into contact with a generation of
Tories now in the cabinet – though he says he
has a positive working relationship, rather than
a close friendship, with ministers – but it took
him a decade or so to be elected.
He won a by-election in 1996 (“not a great
time to be a Conservative”) onto a council that
had been Labour since 1986.
As group leader from 2003 he used time in
opposition to think through how and why the
Tories would run the borough differently
First things first, though. “When we won, my
first act was to get on roof and pull down the red
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flag and replace it with a union flag. It was the
symbol of socialism and I pulled it down, it gave
me the biggest lift I needed.”
More seriously, at 9am the day after the 2006
election he presented the borough’s then chief
executive Geoff Alltimes with a paper that set
out his programme. This had been long thought
through.

“

When we won, my
first act was to get on
roof and pull down the
red flag and replace it
with a union flag

”

“I always believed politicians should spend
some time thinking about what is in interests of
electorate,” he says.
“I spent 10 years in opposition and I think my
career was based on a solid foundation of failure
in not winning elections, but I was thinking
about what mattered to the electors of an urban
inner city environment, and the Conservatives
do not win many inner city councils.”
Councillor Greenhalgh attributes the Tories’
victory to three particular manifesto points.
“We discovered crime was the number one
issue and that zero tolerance policing and 24/7
neighbourhood policing played well in our patch,
so we were the party of law and order,” he says.
“Also, we stressed value for money being the
party that would cut council taxes, and the third
was cleaner streets and better parks, cleaner and
greener.”
Crime is not solely under a borough’s control
and the approach was to do what it could.
“We paid for more cops to police our town

centres and took a more intensive model than
the usual neighbourhood policing,” he says.
“The focus was maintaining law and order,
frankly Shepherds Bush was more like Dodge
City when we started.”
Hammersmith and Fulham has cut council tax
with vigour, so that next year it will come in £1
below neighbouring Kensington and Chelsea,
and hopes by 2014 to get down to Wandsworth’s
levels.
This has left Councillor Greenhalgh open to
criticism by opponents that he has delivered
savings that are rather minor at individual
taxpayer level at the cost of cutting services on
which many depend.
He bristles at the idea. “When you cut a few
percent people can say it is only a little, but look
at historic increase under Labour.
“From the day council tax started their
average increase was 7.7 per cent, against our 3
per cent cut. Within three years we have saved
the average taxpayer, not just band D, £1,500.”
Councillor Greenhalgh rejects claims that this
has been achieved simply by cutting services.
“It’s been done very simply in three ways.
The first is to focus on reducing debt because if
you have debt you spend a lot of your revenue
repaying and servicing it.
“For every million pounds, £100,000 goes
in servicing debt and interest and we have paid
down debt from £170 million to £90 million,
which allows us to put £8m into services.”
This has been done in part, he says, by selling
surplus council property, which yields both a
capital receipt and a reduction in running costs.
“There are arguments about ‘selling the family
silver’ as you can only sell assets once,” he says.
“But you only have one debt too, and once its
paid down you are not spending a lot of money
on servicing it. Property has been the key to
getting that money into revenue.”
There has also been reform of service
delivery. Some have been relatively small but

Leadership
have a cumulative effect, such as moving family
support to locality based teams “rather than a
lot of disparate services”, separating assessment
from delivery in adult care and undoing “potty
ways in which the council was structured, for
example, we found we had an adaptations
service for private housing, and another for
public, which created two overhead structures
unnecessarily”.
The other main prong has been reducing
overheads by combining services with either
or both of Kensington and Chelsea and
Westminster.
This has seen the ‘triborough’ take over adult
care, children’s services, libraries and associated
back office functions, while the borough shares a
chief executive and some environmental services
with Kensington and Chelsea.

“

The focus was
maintaining law
and order, frankly
Shepherds Bush was
more like Dodge City
when we started

”

Councillor Greenhalgh recognises the
argument that if councils share so much
there may be little purpose in maintaining
separate political entities, but responds: “I
think very important to maintain a democratic
accountability.
“Sharing allows you to reduce overheads, it
is nothing to do with choices about the kind
of service you deliver.
“At the same time as sharing overheads we
are very keen on neighbourhood devolution,
pushing power from Whitehall and town hall
down to make decisions at neighbourhood level.
“It’s like a complex algorithm, if you want
to cut overheads you combine, if you want to
deliver more responsive services you get close
to the people you serve.”
All this has made Councillor Greenhalgh
a high profile figure in Conservative circles,
and his decision to now immerse himself
in the White City pilot for neighbourhood
community budgets has puzzled some.
This seeks to pool central and local
government spending, in a deprived area
facing extensive new development, and to
involve residents in decisions on its use.
An interesting venture certainly, but why
swap the leader’s role for this?
“Too often when you get regeneration
projects the physical regeneration, the
housebuilding and economic development
outstrips social renewal, and there is a chance
here to ensure change that benefits local

Stephen Greehalgh with a giant number 3 – part of the council’s council tax cutting campaign
residents,” he explains.
“That is best delivered by putting local
residents in driving seat, understanding their
hopes, needs and aspirations and that means
in politics letting go.
“I’m keen to apply what I’ve learnt at White
City, understanding what we can do in areas
of opportunity but also of limitations. The
problem with a lot of regeneration projects
is that we have over-promised an underdelivered.”
He adds that he wants residents to guide
spending by understanding how finances work

and the options available, rather than simply
make spending decisions, an approach he derides
as “an infantile way of empowering people”.
Councillor Greenhalgh says he still has
“huge political ambitions, I’m not finished as
a politician”, but declines to elaborate.
“I’ve understood that what is needed to be
an effective politician spending a big budget
in a very political environment is the mind of
a manager, the soul of a leader and the art of
a politician.”
It seems unlikely that politics has heard the
last of Stephen Greenhalgh.
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Finance

Build an empire –
strike back!
Local government rarely draws comparisons with Star Wars, writes Martyn
Rawlinson, Preston’s cabinet member for resources, but if councils are the
orbiting moons of central government then DCLG is the Death Star!

T

he first local government finance
settlement from the coalition was clearly
designed to force authorities to reassess
the spheres in which they operate. The shared
services and procurement agenda has accelerated
from ‘cruise’ to ‘light speed’ as councils race for
efficiencies. Every alternative of third sector and
private sector provision is suddenly attractive as
councils try to shed services faster than a malting
Wookie loses hair.
Ridiculous movie analogies aside though,
for every administration that gleefully rushes
to privatise, there are several others making
principled compromises and sacrifices
in order to balance
decimated budgets. Most
authorities will, by now
have taken at least one of
those big decisions on a
major service and could
still be looking for
other opportunities to
outsource, share or
simply offload.
Lead members
on
finance
however, need
to
resist
complete
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submission to the dark side. Now is the time to
balance the effects of forced externalisation by
maximising revenue and taking back risk – build
an empire, strike back!
Local authorities have any number of income
streams from their statutory and regulatory
functions. No doubt, most finance executives
will already have scoured the range of fees and
charges their authority controls but this should
be a constant operation, not just at budget time,
because opportunities arise and markets change
from month to month. Some fees and charges are
politically sensitive but check whether the council
is making the most of their facilities and venues
hire charges, especially during off-peak hours. If
you are a licensing authority, is there any scope to
increase licence fees for businesses doing well in the
recession, like bookmakers?
Look beyond the statutory functions, does your
council retain operations that could compete in
the private sector, like skip hire or pest control?
Just a small percentage increase in business could
help reduce the budget deficit without losing a
job or privatising a service. Trust your officers’
advice, most first and second tier council officers
are very knowledgeable about market conditions
in their own areas; encourage them to speculate
to accumulate.
There is an element of increased risk in some of
these opportunities but don’t be afraid to take it
on – the government’s settlement can force councils
to reduce their functions or to be more creative.
Many finance officers are ultra-conservative with
public funds...and why shouldn’t they be? It’s their
head on the block, as well as yours, if it goes pearshaped. But it’s easier to take the council with you
if you sell it as a coherent strategy. Don’t forget,
yourself and your officers will still be taking these
decisions one by one, some will work and some
may not, but if it evens out, you have lost nothing.
Fees and charges however, are the tip of the
risk-berg. Does your council have business arms
or land and property leases externalised to reduce
risk, like property management or car parks run
by third parties? Take them back in house, even
a small percentage increase in revenue will impact
your budget. Have a very close look at the council’s

insurance policies. Are they value for money?
What is the real risk involved? Most councils
pay into a central pool to cover their buildings
against terrorist attack. This pool has paid out
once in twenty years outside London. Are you also
insuring worthless buildings? Senior officers may
be uncomfortable taking on these extra risks but
if they are calculated ones your section 151 officer
will not block it.

“

Look beyond the
statutory functions,
does your council
retain operations that
could compete in the
private sector

”

Still feeling brave? Does your council own
empty investment properties? Turn a liability into
a profit. In the current climate you will wait forever
for a private investor. Balance the costs of empty
buildings against the cost of borrowing to refurbish
and let them. Interest rates are low for borrowing
and long term council reserves are ripe for interest
free internal loans due to current poor returns from
the investment markets. Other asset management
opportunities may exist, examine every property or
piece of land for potential uses to reduce overheads
or increase your investment income.
After that, we are getting towards the higher end
of the risk scale like large invest to save projects on
renewable energy. Some local authorities will have
the resources and the capacity for these ventures,
some will not.
Increasing risk at a time like this may seem
like a bridge too far but complete submission
to the governments attack on the public sector
will not achieve what we all joined local
government for – to deliver improved outcomes
for taxpayers. So, join the rebel alliance, take a
stand – strike back.

Councillors

Work as therapy
Many councillors are dedicated, but few perhaps would continue to
discharge their duties from a hospital bed in the early stages of recovery
from a life-threatening illness, during which they admit they lost the will to
live at times. Mark Smulian reports.

W

arwickshire County Council’s portfolio holder for improvement and
workforce Martin Heatley says he
found his work “the best therapy possible” as
he lay in hospital recovering from bone cancer
treatment and unable to raise his upper body by
more than 20 degrees.
Regular visits from officers and colleagues,
and an arsenal of technical aids, allowed him to
still oversee the council’s staffing changes during
a difficult period as spending cuts bit.
He has now returned fully to work, but he
cannot resume his previous all-action life in
climbing, running, flying and diving.
“My extreme sports days are past, and I will
have to find something else to do,” he says.
Martin has combined these daredevil activities
and a career in farming with local government
work since the late 1970s, when he was involved
in a dispute over his son’s access to a school bus.
He contacted a councillor friend, who
persuaded him to join the Conservative party
and stand for Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough
Council.
Martin was elected to Warwickshire in 1993,
initially in opposition, where he decided to see if
he could achieve something through the scrutiny
system, and became chair of the overview and
scrutiny board.
“I quickly realised that you had to be in there
or you’d just be a backbencher, and that’s never
been me, and I still believe scrutiny is one of
the best tools a councillor has for bringing the
cabinet into line.”
He says his main achievement then was a
scrutiny that led to rejection of navigation on
the Upper Avon because of safety issues.
As a farmer, initially in dairy, then arable and
now of grassland, Martin takes a close interest
in environmental issues.
He has chaired Warwickshire’s waste
partnership with Coventry and Solihull and is
keen on recycling.
“Most local authorities, if they do not want
to be penalised out of existence by the landfill
tax in a few years’ time, need to encourage both

rural and urban areas to do far more composting
and recycling,” he says.
“Recycling almost everything ought to be
a matter of local pride. Also, I see places in
Europe where every farm has a wind turbine,
whereas here we are just picking at it because
of nimbyism.”

“

I still believe
scrutiny is one of the
best tools a councillor
has for bringing the
cabinet into line.
Flying, and not just in
passenger planes, was a
passion. Martin has become
“everything short of a
qualified pilot”, and flown in
an aerobatics team.
He has also sailed tall
ships, including to the nowuninhabited St Kilda island,
had been a keen diver and as
a marathon runner has lost
count of his appearances in
the London event.
The most unusual run
he did was the Everest
marathon, to raise £4,000 for
Royal Agricultural Benevolent
Institute.
“We flew to Kathmandu,
then to Namche Bazaar and
then yomped to Gorak Shep,
the last village before the
Mount Everest base camp,
where we climbed to a plateau
then ran a measured marathon
back to Gorak Shep,” he says.

”

“I’d hoped to climb the highest peak on each
continent but will now not be able to.”
After all that, grappling with Warwickshire’s
staffing change management programme might
seem a little mundane, but Martin thrives on
work.
His treatment involved operations on his
spine, thigh and hip and he lost almost half his
13st weight during it, though is now gaining
weight.
“If you ask if I lost the will to live the answer
was ‘yes’ at times, and if you ask if my faith was
shaken the answer was ’yes’ too, though my faith
in the medical profession increased greatly.”
He concludes: “I was tired of lying in hospital
counting spots on the ceiling, and work was the
best therapy.
“If you are dedicated you can do anything.
I don’t like wasting time, or time wasters.”
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Technology

Anti-social media?
At the turn of the year I accidentally located a file in the bowels of my laptop, which
forced me to question whether I was still a social animal, or a functionary shielded
from real life by a plethora of technology. I found this a preferable question to
ponder, rather than worrying about the future of the Eurozone, writes Dave Wilcox.

L

ike many other people I use email because
I have to. I’ve mastered most of the
Microsoft applications I need and I’m
conscious that my laptop and phone are capable
of thousands of other tasks within and beyond
my imagination, designed to make my life
simpler and more fulfilling. I think the package
was first sold to me as increasing both my leisure
and quality time with the family. It transpires
that I’ve just filled the time with additional
activity.
But back to the 10 year old file, which listed
ten lifestyle features for your consideration. If
you scored more than eight you were seriously
at risk and entitled to a free consultation on the
NHS. With the abolition of targets I don’t know
where the bar is nowadays.
I’ve taken the liberty of updating a couple
of the identified characteristics from the earlier
survey to make them relevant to today. It
suggested you’re at risk if:
• You leave a message on your daughter’s phone
saying “ It’s time to eat.” She texts back from
the bedroom and asks, “What are we having?”
• You regularly skype someone in Australia, but
in 2012 you still haven’t yet spoken to your
next door neighbour.
• You used to check your inbox before you went
to bed. Nowadays you also check it when you
answer Nature’s call in the middle of the night.
• The kids’ grandmother has asked you to send
her a file as a JPEG, so she can have a picture
of her great grandchild as a screensaver.
• When you park up outside the house, you call
to check if anyone’s home.
• Most of the jokes you hear come via email,
rather than being spoken.
• Your reason for losing touch with the wider
family is that they don’t have email addresses.
• Disconnecting from the internet feels like
pulling the plug on a loved one.
• You start tilting your head sideways to smile:-)
• You find yourself nodding in agreement,
reading something like this.
The tie-breaker, which at the start of the
millennium offered immediate access to a top
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NHS consultant, is whether tidying the dining
room means collecting food wrappers from the
pockets and rear seat of the car.
Having personally scored so highly, I formed
a New Year’s resolution along the lines, “I must
have more interaction with the people and less
with machines in 2012.”
I know it’s a pledge that bucks the trend. I
remain enthralled by the potential beneficial
social uses that local authority members, officers
and stakeholders have already identified using
twitter, facebook and other social media.
Councils have learned to better access target
groups, to assemble new audiences that don’t
regularly connect with other media outlets and

to build their reputations on a wider base.
In those circumstances I’ve had to ensure that
LGIU remains on the ball.
So be reassured that for 2012, our Chief
Executive Andy Sawford will continue to tweet.
And Rob Dale, our digital media man, will
be tasked to keep challenging his seemingly
Neanderthal Chair with the tsunami of evidence
that the future is social media.
In the meantime, I’ll settle for meeting,
greeting and chattering with people face to face.
At least until the inbox overflows, the phone
starts ringing constantly and someone else asks
me to become their facebook friend or to join
their Linked-in network.

Another view

Lost in space?
Alan Waters wonders what the question is
if the answer is the Big Society.

M

ost readers will remember The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, the
comic science fiction series created by
Douglas Adams in the late 1970s.
One of the most popular strands of the first
novel and radio series is about a group of
hyper-intelligent pan-dimensional beings who
build a supercomputer, Deep Thought, for the
purpose of learning the ‘Ultimate Answer to the
Ultimate Question of Life, The Universe, and
Everything’. It takes Deep Thought 7.5 million
years to compute and check the answer, which
turns out to be ‘42’. The Ultimate Question
itself is unknown and so the programmers
then embark on a further ten-million year
programme to discover the ‘Ultimate Question’
(unsuccessfully).

“

In our highly
centralised political
culture whatever takes
a Prime Minister’s
fancy has to be taken
seriously.

But the project still has legs; because in our
highly centralised political culture whatever takes
a Prime Minister’s fancy has to be taken seriously.
Tony Blair’s ‘Third Way’ ran for more than a
decade As long as David Cameron is interested
in the ‘Big Society’, academics; think-tanks and
commentators will give it credence; but we are
unlikely to be able to pin it down and frankly,
given the brevity of the political cycle, there isn’t
time to apply ‘Deep Thought’ to the task.
So cutting to the chase, with only the assistance
of a 19th Century English History textbook I
would speculate that if ‘Big Society’ was a number
it would be ‘1840’. The welfare reforms of the
coalition draw heavily on the New Poor Law
with its punitive provisions for the ‘undeserving
poor’ that was just getting into its stride by the
beginning of that decade; Michael Gove’s school
reforms: more privatised church schools; moral
homilies about the family and mass issue of the
King James Bible is redolent of early Victorian
Christianity; as is the stripping away employment

rights an echo of the ‘Master and Servant’ Acts.
1840 had only the most rudimentary health and
safety provision for workers. The voluntary and
charitable sectors flourished and Samuel Smiles
‘Self Help’ philosophy of individual responsibility
for one’s situation in life was the mantra of the age.
Rather heavy? Douglas Adams was asked many
times why he chose the number 42. He answered:
“It was a joke. I sat at my desk, stared into the
garden and thought ’42 will do’. I typed it out.
End of story.”
So maybe ‘Big Society’ shouldn’t be taken
too seriously. Perhaps David Cameron, in
conversation with his Cotswold neighbours
Rebekah Brookes, applying the pithiness of her
tabloid craft, and down to earth tell-it-as-it-is
Jeremy Clarkson, added to a dash PR packaging
from the PM concocted this little confection in
casual conversation – just for a laugh.
Who knows, as a joke, the Big Society
might stand a better chance of being taken
seriously.

Julian Hammer/Wikipedia Commons

”

The number 42 and the phrase, “Life, the
universe, and everything” have attained cult
status. Apparently the Allen Telescope has 42
dishes in homage to the number. The TV show
The Kumars at No.42 is so named because the
show creator Sanjeev Bhaskar is a Hitchiker’s
fan. And so on.
David Cameron would, I imagine, like the same
kind of popularity for his ‘Big Society’ project.
As yet it remains an ‘ultimate answer’ in need
of an question: The Prime-Minister has been at
pains to explain on a number of occasions what
it means to him. To put it politely, there has been
a differential response to the project, ranging
from misty eyed enthusiasm – mostly those in
close proximity to the PM to – ‘it’s nothing more
than scotch mist’ by others.
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Postcard from Berkeley

Down with this sort of thing
Causes have waxed and waned over the years but Berkeley still holds the title
of Protest Central. Herb Caen, the legendary San Francisco columnist, dubbed
the town “Berzerkeley” – a name that still lingers. Chris Mead tells us why.

I

t’s not easy maintaining the physique of
a Greek god when you’re 63 years old but
your correspondent is up to the job. On any
given day he can be found huffin’ and a puffin’
at the Bakar Recreation and Fitness Center, a
shiny new building on the San Francisco campus
of the University of California. Just one snag:
the Center also happens to be the meeting place
for the Regents – the University’s Board of
Governors – and every time they convene they
seem to hike up college fees.
Just ten years ago the annual UC tuition costs
for a California resident were a reasonable $3,429
but then along came a wave of state budget crises.
The latest increase jacked the price to $10,302,
and that is before room & board, books, beer
and all the other necessary accoutrements of
academic life. Consequentially, me and my gym
bag regularly find ourselves threading through an
angry crowd waving placards which do not say
“Thanks for a job well done!”
Passing the San Francisco branch of the
Federal Reserve Bank, which is still barricaded
against the Occupy Wall Street folk, I was
reminded that the disgruntled students outside
the Bakar Center are part of a long tradition of
protest in the Bay Area going all the way back

to the early twentieth century. Near the bank
stands a memorial to the 1934 San Francisco
general strike in which two longshoremen were
shot by police. The strike eventually led to the
unionization of the entire west coast waterfront,
and the legacy lingers; today the checkout clerk
ringing up my groceries at the local supermarket
is a member of the United Food and Commercial
Workers Union.
Local political protest was re-awakened in
1960 by a visit to San Francisco from the good
ol’ House Un-American Activities Committee.
HUAC’s well-established formula was to roll
into town sprouting subpoenas and accusing
government employees, college professors, and
assorted oddballs of being closet commies. The
Committee’s reputation, which was already in
decline, made many Bay Area residents feel that
enough was enough. The resulting riot on the
steps of City Hall is credited with being the birth
of the Free Speech movement. There really should
be a plaque saying “The Sixties Started Here”.
More mature readers, those with free bus
passes and no desire to use Twitter, will remember
People’s Park in Berkeley as the ground zero
of American student protest. The land, three
unprepossessing acres located half a mile from

The San Francisco Memorial to the 1934 General Strike
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the campus, was owned by the University. The
property was scheduled for redevelopment
but the money had run out leaving the place
derelict. Cue a bunch of activists who in April
1969 decided to move in to build a scruffy but
appealing park. The academic authorities would
probably have come to a compromise but for the
intervention of the Governor of California, one
Ronald Reagan, who labeled the place “a haven
for communist sympathizers, protesters and sex
deviants”. Well you can’t say fairer than that.
Overriding promises made by the University’s
Chancellor, Ronnie sent in the state police who
threw everyone out and erected a fence. Word of
the Gipper’s action spread quickly and a crowd of
thousands gathered. In the ensuing pitch battle one
student was killed and scores injured. The following
year Reagan said in a speech “If it takes a bloodbath,
let’s get it over with”. This is the president some
people want to add to Mount Rushmore.
Twenty years later, when I joined the city of
Berkeley, People’s Park was still a hot-button
issue. There was an uneasy truce on the Park’s
continued existence but veteran protesters were
on hair-trigger alert for any sign that the land
might be developed for other purposes. One
of my first duties as IT Director was to convert
a small University building near the Park to
a computer training center. Local activists
had other ideas and fly posters soon appeared
featuring a photograph of your correspondent
with the city manager “conspiring to steal the
People’s Café.” Fortunately The People were
persuaded to take their tea urns elsewhere.
Old Berkeley hands knew how to deal with
this sort of thing. Hal Cronkite, who was city
manager in the 1980s, recounted how a bunch
of high school kids invaded his office following
some bust-up with the boys in blue. Unfazed,
he simply asked for a list their demands. “End
police brutality!” they cried. “Okay, we’ll do
it” Hal replied cheerfully. “What else have you
got?” The nonplussed students soon went home.
The decades of uproar have made Berkeley
Police experts in the fine art of letting aggrieved
people have their say without slipping into anarchy.
Maybe the Met could put them on contract.

